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I usually read eBooks on my phone or with my Kobo eReader. I've never been comfortable reading books on larger screens. However, many people regularly read books on their laptops or desktops. If you are one of them (or think you might be), I'd like to introduce you to three eBook readers for the
Linux desktop. Bookworm Bookworm is billed as a simple, targeted eBook reader. And it is. Bookworm has a basic set of features, which some people will complain about being too basic or lacking functionality (whatever that word means). Bookworm does one thing and does it well without unnecessary
frills. The interface of the application is very clean and uncluttered. You navigate through a book by pressing: The space bar down a page The arrow keys down and up to go down and up the arrow keys right and left to jump to the next or previous chapter You also annotate portions of a book and insert
bookmarks to jump back to a page. Bookworm doesn't have many configuration options. You change the size and distance of a book's font, enable a two-page reading view, or dark mode, and add folders that Bookworm scans to find new eBooks. Bookworm supports the most commonly used eBook
formats: EPUB, PDF, MOBI, and FB2. You also use bookworm to read popular digital comic book formats CBR and CBZ. I have tested Bookworm with only the first three formats. PDF files are readable, but they load slowly and the formatting can be rather ugly. Foliate As far as features go, Foliate is a
step or two above Bookworm. Not only does it have some more features, but it also has more configuration options. You get all that in a zippy, clean, and uncluttered package. You navigate through an eBook in Foliate using spacebar, arrow keys, or PgUp and PgDn keys. There's nothing unique there.
You also annotate text, look up and translate words and phrases, and look up the meanings of words. If you have a text-to-speech application installed on your computer, Foliate can use it to read books aloud. Foliate has a few more customization options than Bookworm. You change the font of a book
and its size, the distance of lines and the size of the margins of a book. You also increase or decrease brightness and select one of the four built-in themes. You can read books in the EPUB, MOBI, AZW and AZW3 formats with Foliate. In case you're wondering, the last three closed formats used with
books published for Amazon's Kindle eReader eReader eBook viewer eBook viewer is part of the Calibre eBook management tool. Like the parent, the eBook viewer feature is not the nicest piece of software out there. Don't be put off by that. It's a solid desktop eBook reader. You navigate through an
eBook in the calibre with the arrow and PgUp/PgDn keys or by pressing the spacebar. You also look up words in an online dictionary and add bookmarks in a book. E-book viewer lacks an annotation function, but the built-in engine is solid, and save your books as PDFs (although I'm not sure why you'd
want to). Configuration options are an area where this eBook viewer shines. It has many more of them than both Bookworm and Foliate combined. Change everything from fonts to text layout to how text is broken down into pages. In addition, you can customize the keyboard shortcuts for using the
application and add your favorite dictionary website or sites to help you look up words in a book you're reading. A useful feature of Calibre's eBook viewer is the ability to apply your own CSS file to your e-books. CSS, in case you're wondering, is a way to format web pages (which is what many e-books
are made of). If you're a master with CSS, copy and paste your CSS file in the User Style Sheet tab in the eBook Viewer Preferences window. That's the ultimate customization. eBook viewer, according to the developer, can display all major e-book formats. If you're wondering what those formats are,
here's a list. I've tested it with only a few of those formats and haven't had any problems with them. Last thought Whether you are looking for a simple eBook reader or one with bells and whistles and whatever, the three applications in this article are good choices. Each of them can make reading an
eBook on a larger screen easier. This article is based on an article published on Open Source Musings and appears here via a CC BY-SA 4.0 license. Page 2I usually read eBooks on my phone or with my Kobo eReader. I've never been comfortable reading books on larger screens. However, many
people regularly read books on their laptops or desktops. If you are one of them (or think you might be), I'd like to introduce you to three eBook readers for the Linux desktop. Bookworm Bookworm is billed as a simple, targeted eBook reader. And it is. Bookworm has a basic set of features, which some
people will complain about being too basic or lacking functionality (whatever that word means). Bookworm does one thing and does it well without unnecessary frills. The interface of the application is very clean and uncluttered. You navigate through a book by pressing: The space bar down a page The
arrow keys down and up to go down and up the arrow keys right and left to jump to the next or previous chapter You also annotate portions of a book and insert bookmarks to jump back to a page. Bookworm doesn't have many configuration options. You change the size and distance of a book's font,
enable a two-page reading view, or dark mode, and add folders that Bookworm scans to find new eBooks. Bookworm supports the most commonly used eBook formats: EPUB, PDF, MOBI, and FB2. You bookworm too to read popular digital comic book formats CBR and CBZ. I have tested Bookworm
with only the first three formats. PDF files are readable, but they load slowly and the formatting can be rather ugly. Foliate As far as features go, Foliate is a step or two above Bookworm. Bookworm. it only has some features left, but it also has more configuration options. You get all that in a zippy, clean,
and uncluttered package. You navigate through an eBook in Foliate using spacebar, arrow keys, or PgUp and PgDn keys. There's nothing unique there. You also annotate text, look up and translate words and phrases, and look up the meanings of words. If you have a text-to-speech application installed
on your computer, Foliate can use it to read books aloud. Foliate has a few more customization options than Bookworm. You change the font of a book and its size, the distance of lines and the size of the margins of a book. You also increase or decrease brightness and select one of the four built-in
themes. You can read books in the EPUB, MOBI, AZW and AZW3 formats with Foliate. In case you're wondering, the last three closed formats used with books published for Amazon's Kindle eReader eReader eBook viewer eBook viewer is part of the Calibre eBook management tool. Like the parent, the
eBook viewer feature is not the nicest piece of software out there. Don't be put off by that. It's a solid desktop eBook reader. Navigate through an eBook in calibre's e-book viewer with the arrow and PgUp/PgDn keys or by pressing the spacebar. You also look up words in an online dictionary and add
bookmarks in a book. E-book viewer lacks an annotation feature, but the built-in search engine is solid, and you save books as PDFs (although I'm not sure why you'd want to). Configuration options are an area where this eBook viewer shines. It has many more of them than both Bookworm and Foliate
combined. Change everything from fonts to text layout to how text is broken down into pages. In addition, you can customize the keyboard shortcuts for using the application and add your favorite dictionary website or sites to help you look up words in a book you're reading. A useful feature of Calibre's
eBook viewer is the ability to apply your own CSS file to your e-books. CSS, in case you're wondering, is a way to format web pages (which is what many e-books are made of). If you're a master with CSS, copy and paste your CSS file in the User Style Sheet tab in the eBook Viewer Preferences window.
That's the ultimate customization. eBook viewer, according to the developer, can display all major e-book formats. If you're wondering what those formats are, here's a list. I've tested it with only a few of those formats and haven't had any problems with them. Last thought Whether you are looking for a
simple eBook reader or one with bells and whistles and whatever, the three applications in this article are good choices. Each of them can make reading an eBook on a larger screen easier. article is based on an article published on Open Source Musings and appears here via a CC BY-SA 4.0 license.
Short: In this article, we cover some of the best ebook readers for Linux. Linux. apps give a better reading experience and some will even help manage your e-books. Lately, demand for digital books has increased as people find it more comfortable reading a book on their handheld devices, Kindle or PC.
When it comes to linux users, there are several ebook apps that will serve your purpose in reading and organizing your ebook collections. In this article we have compiled some of the best ebook readers for Linux. These ebook readers are best suited for PDF, epubs, and other ebook formats. Dear eBook
readers for Linux I have installation instructions for Ubuntu if I use ubuntu now. If you are using non-Ubuntu Linux distributions, you will find most of these eBook applications in your distro's software repositories or go to their official website for instructions. 1. Calibre Calibre is one of the most popular
eBook apps for Linux. To be honest, it's much more than just a simple eBook reader. It's a complete eBook solution. You even make professional eBooks with Calibre. With a powerful eBook manager and easy-to-use interface, it features creating and editing an eBook. Calibre supports different formats
and synchronization with other eBook readers. It also makes it easy to easily convert one eBook format to another. The biggest drawback of Calibre is that it's too heavy on resources and that makes it a difficult choice as a standalone eBook reader. Of course, that depends on what kind of system you
rock. EBook Management Features: Calibre enables sorting and grouping eBooks by managing metadata. You download the metadata for an e-book from different sources or create and edit the existing field. Supports all major eBook formats: Calibre supports all major eBook formats and is compatible
with different e-readers. File conversion: You convert each ebook format to a different format with the option to change the book style, create a content table, or improve margins while converting. You also convert your personal documents to an e-book. Download web magazines: Calibre can deliver
stories from a variety of news sources or via RSS feed. Share and back up your library: It provides an option to host your eBook collection from the server you share with your friends or access anywhere, with any device. With backup and import/export features, you can keep your collection safe and
easily transferable. Available cross-platform (Linux, Android, iOS, Windows and macOS) Installation You find it in the software repository of all major Linux distributions. For Ubuntu, search for it in Software Center or use it below: sudo apt install calibre 2. FBReader FBReader is an open-source,
lightweight, multi-platform ebook reader supporting various like ePub, fb2, mobi, rtf, html etc. It includes access to popular network libraries from which you can download ebooks for free or buy one. FBReader is highly customizable with options to choose colors, fonts, page-turning bookmarks and
dictionaries. Features Supports different file formats and devices such as Android, iOS, Windows, Mac, and more. Sync the book collection, reading positions, and bookmarks. Manage your library online by adding a book of your Linux desktop to all your devices. Access the web browser to your saved
collection. Supports saving books in Google Drive and organizing books by authors, series, or other attributes. Install You FBReader ebook reader from the official repository or by typing the command in terminal below. sudo apt install fbreader Of, you grab a .deb package from their official website and
install it on your Debian-based distributions. 3. Okular Okular is another open source and cross-platform document viewer developed by KDE and is sent as part of the KDE Application release. Okular features support different document formats such as PDF, Postscript, DjVu, CHM, XPS, ePub, and
others. Supports features such as responding to PDF documents, marking and drawing different shapes, etc. These changes are stored separately without changing the original PDF file. Text from an eBook can be extracted to a text file and has a built-in text reading service called Jovie. Installation
Ubuntu users can install by typing command below in Terminal : sudo apt install okular You find more details on it on their official website. 4. Lucidor Lucidor is a handy e-book reader that supports epub file formats and catalogs in OPDS formats. It also features organizing the collection of e-books in the
local bookcase, searching and downloading the Internet, and converting web feeds and web pages into e-books. Lucidor's XULRunner application gives you a look of Firefox with tabbed layout and behaves like it while storing data and configurations. It is the simplest ebook reader below the list and
includes configurations such as text justifications and scrolling options. You watch out for the definition of Wiktionary.org by selecting a word and right-clicking &gt; keyword options. It also includes options for web feeds or web pages like e-books. You download and install using the deb or RPM package
from their official download page. 5. Bookworm Bookworm is another free and open source ebook reader supporting various file formats such as epub, pdf, mobi, cbr and cbz. You will also find a separate article about Bookworm if you are curious to learn some more details about it. Installation For Ubuntu
or Ubuntu-based distros, you try the following commands to install it: sudo apt-add-repository ppa:bookworm-team /bookworm sudo apt update sudo apt install com.github.babluboy.bookworm find it. 6. Easy Ebook Viewer Note: This is no longer developed. But, you still try it out! Easy Ebook Viewer is
another fantastic GTK Python app for reading ePub files. With features such as basic chapter navigation, move on from the last reading positions, import from other file formats, chapter jumping and more, Easy Ebook Viewer is a simple and minimalist ePub reader. It has support for only ePub files from
now on. Install You Easy Ebook Viewer by downloading github's source code and assembling it yourself with the dependencies. Alternatively, the following terminal assignments will do exactly the same job. sudo apt install git gir1.2-webkit-3.0 libwebkitgtk-3.0-0 gir1.2-gtk-3.0 python3-git clone CD Ebook-
Viewer/ sudo make install After successful completion of the above steps, you start from the app tray (or just search). 7. Buka Buka is usually an ebook manager with a simple and clean user interface. It is built by the same developer responsible for the awesome system optimizer and monitoring tool
Stacer. It currently supports PDF formats and is designed to help the user focus more on the content. With all the basic features of the PDF reader, Buka allows you to navigate arrow keys, have zoom options, and view 2 pages side by side. You create separate lists of your PDF files and easily switch
between those files. Buka also offers a built-in translation tool, but you need an active Internet connection to use the feature. Install You download an AppImage from the GitHub Releases section. If you are not aware of it, read how to use appimage in Linux to begin with. You also install it from the
command line using the snap package. If you don't know how to do it, read how to install Snap apps on Linux and type the following command: sudo snap install buka 8. Foliate Foliate is a fairly new eBook reader (at the time of updating this). It is actively developed and already provides most essential
features while providing a great user experience. We also handled a separate quick review of Foliate if you want to know more about it. It is an impressive alternative to the rest of the eBook readers listed above. Installation There is just a .deb file available at this time. If you want to install it on other Linux
distros, you will need to build it from source. You can find both the .deb file and the source in their GitHub release section. Last words Personally, I find Calibre best suited to my needs. Also, Bookworm looks promising to me and I use it more often these days. If you're looking for something simple and
modern, Foliate may be worth a try. Although, the selection of an eBook application depends entirely on your preference. Preference.
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